Following [1] , in this note we compute the average number of protected points in all k-ary trees with n internal points.
Introduction
A plane tree T can be defined recursively as a finite set of vertices, such that one distinguished vertex r is called the root of T , and the remaining vertices form an ordered partition (T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m ) of m disjoint non-empty sets, each of which is a plane tree. We will draw plane trees with the root on the top level. The edges connecting the root of the tree to the roots of T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m , which will be drawn from left to right on second level. For each vertex v, the vertices in the next lower level adjacent to v are called the children of v, and v is said to be their parent. Clearly, each vertex other than r has exactly one parent. A vertex of T is called a leaf if it has no children (by convention, we assume that the empty tree, formed by a single vertex, has no leaves), otherwise it is said to be an internal vertex. The outdegree of a vertex v it is number of its children, and denoted by deg(v). It is well-known that the number of plane trees with n edges equals C n = 1 n+1 2n n , the n-th Catalan number (see [3, Exe. 6 .19e]). A k-ary tree is a plane tree in which the outdegree of each internal vertex is k (see [2] and references therein). It is well-known that the number of k-ary trees with n internal vertices equals
A protected point is a vertex which is not a leaf and which is not at distance 1 from a leaf. The root is not considered to be a leaf except for the tree consisting of only the root. For example, as said in [1] , if leaves represent customers it may be worthwhile for many of the points in the tree to be unprotected. However if the leaves represent lobbyists or computer hackers it may be a very good thing to have many points protected. In [1] , Cheon and Shapiro showed that as the number of edges gets large the total number of protected points in all ordered trees of a given size divided by the total number of points in all the ordered trees of that size approaches 1/6. In this note we extend this result to k-ary trees, namely, we show that as the number of internal points gets large the total number of protected points in all k-ary trees of a given size divided by the number of k-ary trees of that size approaches n k k .
Main results
Let F k (x, q) be the generating function for the number of k-ary trees with n internal vertices according to the number of protected points. Then, by considering that exactly j of the k children of the root are internal vertices and taking into account that the root is protected if and only if j = k, we obtain
which is equivalent to
Remark. Alternatively the above equation can be obtained as follows. A nonempty k-ary tree T has a root and k subtrees T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T k . The protected point in T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T k are protected points also in T . The tree T has an additional protected point (the root) if and only if the subtrees T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T k are nonempty. Consequently,
The Lagrange inversion formula [3, Sec. 5.4], together with a straightforward computation gives
where [x n ]f (x) denotes the coefficient of x n in the power series f (x). Thus we can state the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let k, n ≥ 1. Then the generating function (polynomial) for the number of k-ary trees with n internal vertices according to the number of protected points is given by
Moreover, the number of k-ary trees with n internal vertices and m protected points is given by
The above theorem with k = 2 and m = 0 gives that the number of binary (2-ary) trees with n internal vertices without protected points is given by Another application of the above theorem gives that
which implies that the total number of protected points in all k-ary trees with n internal vertices (n ≥ 1), is given by
Hence, the average of protected points in all k-ary trees with n internal vertices is given by k(n−1) n−1−k 1 (k−1)n+1 kn n = ((k − 1)n + 1) kn−k) n−1−k kn n , which leads to the following result.
Theorem 2.2. The average portion of protected points in all k-ary trees with n internal vertices approaches n k k as n → ∞.
